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Supply chain and logistics have become critical factors for every business. It is playing the role of the backbone of global trade for transportation, warehousing, and inventory. These many industries ...
GoodFirms Revealed the Latest List of Top Supply Chain & Logistics Companies for Varied Industries - 2021
Horizon Technology Finance led a $30 million venture loan facility to TemperPack Technologies, Inc., of which Horizon funded $7.5 million of the intial $15 million draw and an investment vehicle ...
Horizon Technology Finance Leads $30MM Venture Loan for TemperPack
May 04, 2021 - Todos Medical, Ltd. (OTCQB: TOMDF), a comprehensive medical diagnostics and related solutions company, today announced that the US Food & Drug Administration granted the Company a new ...
Todos Medical Receives FDA Certificate of Free Sale for New 5-Day Tollovid Dosing Regimen
Clover Health (CLOV) and MicroVision (MVIS) are two heavily discussed stocks by Reddit's WallStreetBets (WSB) group currently. While these two fundamentally weak stocks have gained significantly ...
Stay Away from These 2 WallStreetBets Stocks
Horizon Technology Finance Corporation (NASDAQ: HRZN) ("Horizon"), a leading specialty finance company that provides capital in the form ...
Horizon Technology Finance Corporation Leads $30 Million Venture Loan Facility for TemperPack
Most tech stocks have skyrocketed over the past year thanks to individuals’ and businesses’ increased reliance on technology products. However, some fundamentally weak tech stocks hit record price ...
3 WallStreetBets Tech Stocks to Avoid
"As companies today increasingly seek the optimal Employee Benefits solutions in a rapidly changing ... a deep understanding of all aspects of group and voluntary insurance, and employee benefits ...
Equitable Names Stephanie Shields Head of Employee Benefits
From Virdee's seed round to The Zebra's $125 million series D, here's a look back at startup fundings, mergers, acquisitions and venture capital firm activity from April.
The top venture capital funding rounds for Austin startups in April 2021
We can utilize the best in class solutions for our clients. • Our national presence and client base enables SageView to negotiate optimal pricing and services. Click here for recent press releases ...
SageView Advisory Group, LLC
--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Gurobi Optimization, LLC – which produces the world ... Automatically and rapidly generate optimal solutions to these problems using Gurobi’s state-of-the-art mathematical ...
Gurobi Teams Up With Lityx To Accelerate The Adoption Of Mathematical Optimization Across The Enterprise
May 4, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- ivWatch, LLC has been awarded a group purchasing agreement for Patient Safety Solutions with ... and help hospitals deliver optimal outcomes in vascular therapy.
ivWatch Awarded Patient Safety Solutions Agreement with Premier, Inc.
March 17, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- BestEx Research Group, LLC, a provider of high-performance algorithmic execution and measurement solutions for ... focused on delivering optimal performance.
BestEx Research Hires Managing Directors Dave Conner and John King to Client Services Team
The best path across the desert is rarely the straightest. For the first human inhabitants of Sahul — the super-continent that underlies modern Australia and New Guinea — camping at the next spring, ...
First Human Inhabitants of Australia Followed “Superhighways” Across the Continent
Palladium is one of the four metals in the precious metals group. It is considered as both a commodity – which makes it a risk ...
Palladium Market Is Expected To Continue To Be Bullish As Demand Grows for Automakers
Based on Application, the Well Testing Services Market studied across Offshore and Onshore. Based on Geography, the Well Testing Services Market studied across Americas, Asia-Pacific, and Europe, ...
Well Testing Services Market Research Report by Services, by Application - Global Forecast to 2025 - Cumulative Impact of COVID-19
Reportlinker.com announces the release of the report "Titanium Additives Market Research Report by Process, by Application ...
Titanium Additives Market Research Report by Process, by Application - Global Forecast to 2025 - Cumulative Impact of COVID-19
Authored by Kevin Guerette, Director of Distribution Services, President of Ultimus Fund Distributors, LLC with contributions ... it was widely regarded as the optimal way to manage risk in ...
The Expansion of ‘Model Portfolios’: Gaining Ground & Providing Efficiencies
deliver optimal business results and maximize promotional efficiency. Apotek Hjärtat’s sister company, Rimi Baltic, also uses Revionics’ solutions. “Apotek Hjärtat, Rimi Baltic and other companies in ...
Sweden’s Largest Pharmacy Chain Apotek Hjärtat Renews Agreement for Revionics’ Intelligent Pricing Platform
Automatically and rapidly generate optimal solutions to these problems using ... optimization at the fingertips of a larger group of users including data scientists and business executives ...
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